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About This Game

Interesting flip, crazy shooting, shooting, shooting, destroy all obstacles, go forward bravely, get the highest score.
This is a flight shooting game, novel operation, interesting game performance Challenge your reaction speed and control the

bullet rhythm while responding quickly. There are different planes in the game that can be purchased and unlocked.
The more advanced the number of aircraft bullets, the more pleasant it is to experience shooting. During the game, the number

of bullets can be supplemented by picking up bullets.
There is nothing to stop you in this world. Drive your plane forward, break through all the shackles and lead to the endless

world.

Features:

- Simple and highly addictive

-Perfect for all ages

-Gameplay easy to understand
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Not bad but there's no way to fast dodge 1 block space away to dodge the most unfeasible part of the deal

This game is only worth some minutes of your time but i won't blame them! It is quite a good game even without option to
dodge or more accurate way to play without just having the speed up and bomb limits that means nothing while it goes too fast
or bombs aren't launched faster to go up with the speed of the game

Done!

i expect better games though in the future than just flash out games like these that are worth almost nothing but still fun concept.
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